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I. Introduction 

Dame Jean Iris Murdoch, a British novelist and philosopher, is best known for her representation of intellect, 

humor, wit and sincerity. She is much appreciated for her ability to analyze puzzled human relations, 

complexities of human thoughts, restrictions of human mindsets, attitudes and outlooks towards life and their 

collision with myth, reality and truth.  This research paper reveals Iris Murdoch’s treatment with truth and reality 

and her attempt to help her readers by being truth seeker and having realistic approach to human life. With the 

help of her Novel ‘The Black Prince’, this research deals with the individual’s greatest fear of accepting truth and 

facing reality while bearing so much pain and havoc of practical world beyond ideal world. 

The story revolves around the protagonist Bradley Pearson, a fifty eight years old man who has previously 

published three books. He quits his lifelong job as a tax inspector for the sake of creating a great novel of his 

period. For getting a divine and spiritual inspiration from nature, he decides to spend the summer in a rented 

cottage on the coast.  Before he can leave for the coast, a series of events keeps him stuck with his close relatives; 

his detested ex-wife’s brother, Francis visits him he finds out that his ex-wife, Christian, has returned to London 

and offers him to reunite with his sister again for money but Bradley denies to do so. Next he is called to mediate 

in a marital clash between his close friends Arnold, a successful but inartistic writer and Rachel Baffin, his wife. 

During the fight, Rachel hits her head on the fireplace poker, but stays alive. After controlling the whole situation, 

while leaving their house, Bradley encounters Juliun, twenty year old daughter of Arnold by the subway station 

who wants Bradley to teach her writing skills. The next morning, Bradley’s sister, Priscilla, tries to commit 

suicide with sleeping pills because of her husband’s extra marital affair with a much younger mistress Rosemary, 

who was pregnant but escapes. Bradley defines their love relationship unmatched, vulgar, cheap, lustful, ugly and 

pathetic. Priscilla starts staying at Christian’s house so Francis Marloe, a former doctor, who can care for her. 

While all of this is happening, Arnold starts having an affair with Christian and Rachel starts taking interest in 

Bradley. During Rachel and Bradley’s lovemaking, however they cannot perform sexually due to fear from 

Arnold. He and Rachel later determine to become platonic friends.  Juliun has been pestering Bradley to teach her 

about Hamlet and arrives one day for a lesson when Bradley falls for her. He initially tries to keep his love as a 

secret but after watching Der Rosenkavalier with Julian however, he confesses his emotions and tells a lie about 

his age that he is just forty-six, instead of fifty-eight. By the next morning, she has determined that she loves him 

and later confesses her love to her parents too. They respond by locking her in the room and yelling at Bradley. 

Despite Rachel and Arnold’s anger, Bradley considers his feelings pure, genuine, normal, appropriate and moral. 

When Julian sneaks away from her parent’s house, she and Bradley meet and leave for his rented cottage. 

Abstract: Iris Murdoch’s novel The Black Prince (1973) has been considered by many critics to be the best 

of Murdoch’s novel which won the most prestigious James Tail Black Memorial Prize. The paper illustrates 

Murdoch’s conviction that although human beings think that their active participation in dynamic social 

life, involvement in creating and solving problems and tendencies to be judgmental are the only implication 

of their supposed human existence. On the contrary, these illusions and myths create more confusion in 

understanding the complexities of human survivals. This research paper explores veiled sense present 

behind these myths, false assumptions and idealism and discloses the true parameters of being real humane 

while facing extreme pressure, criticism, betrayal, treachery and opposition with the help of truth on the 

ground of reality. The study also investigates one’s treatment towards true love and its impulsive collision 

with eroticism and sexual desires in which the existence of platonic love is very crucial. Consequently, 

abstract nourishment of innocent true love does not stay alive against concrete realm of sensual urges and 

physical pleasures. 
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On their first day away, Julian entertains romantic fantasies about marrying Bradley. Their initial attempts of 

lovemaking turn unsuccessful. The next day, Bradley gets the news of  Priscilla’s suicide. He keeps the news of 

Priscilla’s death secret from Julian to maintain their bliss and further chances of love making. When he returns 

home, he drags her to the bed and makes violent love to her in such a rough way that Julian later weeps. That 

night, Arnold begs Juliun to leave and gives her the sad news of Priscilla’s death and reveals Bradley’s true age. 

In confusion, Juliun refuses to go with her father but leaves the place by the time Bradley wakes up in the 

morning. Bradley goes back to London for Priscialla’ funeral having this believe that Arnold forced Juliun to 

leave in the night. Rachel tells Bradley that Juliun left him freely because she learned of Bradley’s recent sexual 

encounter with Rachel. Bradley is so angry at Rachel’s interference that he spitefully shows her a letter that 

Arnold wrote describing his love for Christian. Rachel vows never to forgive both of them, Arnold and Bradley. 

A few days later, Bradley receives a letter from Juliun saying that she is in Venice with someone. He misreads 

that she still loves him and makes plans to go there. Before leaving, Rachel calls and begs for his immediate 

assistance. After arriving there, Bradley finds Arnold’s dead body lying on the floor, having been hit with the 

same fire poker that once hit Rachel.  Bradley tries to save Rachel to cover up her crime but because of Rachel’s 

treachery he is proved as a guilty for the crime. He is later convicted because everyone believes Rachel’s false 

charges true that he killed Arnold out of envy and rage. Bradley writes his novel from prison during her 

imprisonment. In the final postscript of the book, the editor, P. Loxias, notes that soon after finishing the book, 

Bradley Pearson died of a fast growing cancer.  

The Black Prince presents various interpretations of the events and provides rationale treatment to characters’ 

motives and actions. As Murdoch‘s motive is revealed by Loxias’s remark in the conclusion of the novel, “art 

tells the truth that ultimately matters.” 1 (416) Like once Pablo Picasso states “Art is the lie that enables us to 

realize the truth.” 2  The author is aware about this fact that real life is the inspiration to art and art is the 

reflection of real life so both are closely resembled to each other. Being an admirer of the ideas of Plato, Iris 

Murdoch believes in the existence of two worlds simultaneously, the external one is an ideal world and the 

internal one is the real world. At preliminary level, we live in our own illusionary worlds, full of ideologies, 

assumptions and false judgments. On the other hand, we come to know about the existence of the hidden world 

when we find ourselves capable to see beyond the ideal world. One can experience this world only when one is 

ready to face the challenges of life, prepare to fight for survival, and dare to accept the truth and to encounter 

reality beyond one’s own limitations and restrictions of all kinds, social, mental, emotional and physical. That 

hidden world is the world of truth, containing real forms in which one can understand hidden meanings to explore 

one’s true identity. When one is finally able to analyze the world of ideal and real forms, one is glimpsing truth 

and finds liberty while facing reality.  

Bradley Pearson’s struggle to write a deeply meaning novel in The Black Prince captures one artistic attempt 

to preserve a glimmer of truth.  The novel recounts the life of an artist, Bradley Pearson, fifty eight years old 

writer, whose aim of life is to create an authentic piece of artistic work. For the creation of his masterpiece, he 

decides to leave his worldly involvements in London. Earlier he assumes that a great writer can produce his 

creation only if he is ready to quit everything like his worldly responsibilities and duties. But in reality, like Miles 

Greensleave in Bruno’s Dream, Bradley is avoider of life, who doesn’t need external exile but internal liberty. As 

Gabriel Pearson puts “anti-anti novel built to explore but withstand the sporadic sense of its own self-invention.”3    

Being a great revolutionary writer, Murdoch expresses her disagreement of being an escapist and her final turning 

events clearly shows that great creations are the outcome of intense sacrifices of human beings while facing 

challenges of life, not by running away from them. Haruki Murakami in ‘Kafka on the Shore’ comments “Closing 

your eyes isn't going to change anything. Nothing's going to disappear just because you can't see what's going on. 

In fact, things will even be worse the next time you open your eyes. That's the kind of world we live in. Keep 

your eyes wide open. Only a coward closes his eyes. Closing your eyes and plugging up your ears won't make 

time stand still.” 4 

Murdoch’s treatment to her character is similar to the treatment of Almighty towards his mankind whose 

guidance exists in facing difficulties for getting to their solutions. Just as Bradley packs his suitcase, his ex 

brother-in-law, Francis Morloe announces his ex-wife Christian is back in London after her husband’s death. He 

tries to convince Bradley to reunite with Christian so that they might get her money. Bradley strictly refuses to do 

so. Bradley describes his relation with Christian: “At first I saw her as a life bringer. Then I saw her as a death 

bringer.”(20) Christian is a very sexy woman who wants to have a lot of fun in life. But Bradley, a fine example 

of highly self-centered person, is an escapist of domestic duties and social responsibilities so he cannot fulfill her 

expectations as a life partner for the rest of his life. Because of her sexual and erotic charms, Bradley calls her, ‘a 

life bringer’ but her expectations as a wife and her demands for happiness makes him feel like ‘a death bringer’. 

He further adds, “There is nothing quite likes the dead dull feel of a failed marriage. This had nothing to do with 

love. Those who have suffered this sort of bondage will understand. Some people are just ‘diminishes’ and 

‘spoilers’ for others. I suppose almost everybody diminishes someone”. (22)  It clearly shows that blaming the 

institution of marriage is his delusion, when only the partners are responsible for its success and failure. His 

nature to escape form marital responsibilities is the reason behind his separation.  As Hilda D. Spear opines, 
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“Murdoch develops the motif of marital relations by reflecting on the history of Bradley’s marriage to Christian. 

He suggests that the institution of marriage itself is flawed. He does not believe it possible for the human soul to 

live in continual proximity with another, as a marriage necessitates.5  

Bradley is unable to accept any responsibility for his own failed marriage and claims that after the divorce he 

‘lived for years with a sense of things irrevocable soiled and spoiled.’ (25) His harsh views on marriage are 

supported by a phone call of his friend Arnold Baffin, a famous writer, who informs him that he, may have killed 

his wife. Bradley inspects everything. He finds Rachel crying and bleeding bitterly. She shows her anger, “All 

man despises all women really. All women fear all men really. Men are physically stronger that’s what it comes, 

that what’s behind it all. Of course they are bullies, they can end any argument. Ask any poor woman in the 

slums, she knows”.(40) Under the wrap of Rachel’s sentiments, Murdoch raises her strong opposition to existing 

gender discrimination, domestic violence, sexual abuse and mental and physical submission of females in the 

male dominating social structure which causes  the moral decline to human society. 

At the time of departure, Bradley meets Arnold’s twenty years old daughter, Juliun Buffin.  Later Bradley’s 

sister Priscilla becomes another victim of failed marriage and tries to commit suicide by eating overdose of 

sleeping pills but escapes. Priscilla’ husband, Roger Saxe, gets entangled with young beautiful girl and she is 

compelled to leave her home. Although Bradley believed it impossible for his sister to be happy with Roger yet 

he insists her to return to her husband, “You can’t leave Roger. I don’t make sense; of course you’re unhappy, all 

married people are unhappy.”(73) 

Like Martin Lunch- Gibbon in A Severed Head, Once again Bradley tries to run away from his domestic 

duties. As a brother, he has some responsibilities towards her sister, who is hardly in need of mental and 

emotional support. He thinks that running away from duties and responsibilities are giving him true significance 

of human life. He misunderstood the word ‘duty’ and his false ideologies keep him away from truth and reality. 

Murdoch’s thoughts come close to the Indian thought. Where Krishna summons Arjuna, “Whether we look at the 

metaphysical truth or the social duty, out path is clear. It is possible to rise higher through the performance of 

one’s duty in the right sprit.”6 Real salvations are in performing duties and fulfilling responsibilities with the pure 

sprit and Bradley is in imprisonment because he is running away from his duties.   

Rachel doubts whether Arnold is attracted to Christian or not. When Arnold claims it as friendship, Bradley 

denies accepting Arnold’s relationship as friendship by saying that, “Married people can’t have friendship, if they 

do they are faithless.”(167). Rachel needs attention, care, affection, love and happiness so she tries to woo 

Bradley for love making in the absence of Arnold. Sexual urges overcome them. The sexual desire that Bradley 

feels upon kissing Rachel is the first moment of erotic love. Later she confesses everything in front of Arnold 

about her love making with Bradley to save herself. Bradley knows very well that it is Rachel’s privilege to save 

herself at the the cost of his self esteem. He takes full guilty and suffers the consequences. Rachel sets him free, 

“You’re free…. Its   not   part of real life of what’s compulsory. My life is all compulsory. My child,  my 

husband, compulsory. I’m caged…. You’ve got dignity, Solitary people can have dignity. A married woman has 

no dignity, no thoughts which really stand up separately. She’s a subdivision of her husband’s mind, and he can 

release misery in to her consciousness whenever he pleases, like ink spreading in to water.” (176) Being a wife, 

Rachael is unsuccessful in getting her husband’s love and affection so in jealousy; she tries to compete him in 

cheating. Her confession clearly shows her urges to fight for her rights but with the help of every possible wrong 

ways.  

P. P. Punja remarks on Arnold and Rachael relationship “an example of artificial love and he further adds that 

superficially they are “a charming and happily adjusted couple,” but in reality their “relationship has lost its 

center”. They no longer feel “wrapped up in one another” 7. Both become intolerable for each-other and this 

result in the murder of Arnold. It is this Arnold-Rachel relationship which makes clear Julian’s later attitude of 

‘artificial love’ to Bradley”.  

Bradly meets Juliun once again. He buys her an expensive pair of purple boots. When Juliun puts on the boots 

in the store, Bradley sees that they look very good in her feet and he feels a surge of sexual desire for her. He 

realizes that it is the desire that he lacked just a few hours before when lying in bed with her mother. Bradley’s 

erotic desires start to emerge for Juliun. Bradley does not think frequently about sex but his language shows that 

his desires are not free from physical lust and passion, “Rachel is old and flabby with ‘dulled hair, Juliun is 

‘young, fresh and bare foot’. (150) Murdoch’s motive to include ‘boot scene’ seems a hint to the protagonist  for 

putting his feet in else’s shoes because no one knows where the shoe pinches like the wearer and now it’s his turn 

to be the next wearer. It is hard to be the victim on the basis of realism and easy to be judgmental about 

something on the basis of idealism. This intentional act is going to give a clear message to readers that people 

need to know themselves beyond ideal notions on the basis of ground reality. One can know oneself only when 

one is ready to experience the same pain tolerated by others.  Earlier Priscilla’s husband relations with Rosemary 

seems immoral to him and now he is unable to resist the same sexual urges for a young body when he is 

examined by reality, truth is even more filthier than the rest. 

Bradely knows that love can change the quality of consciousness. Earlier, Bradley hates Roger and Marigold; 

the love of an old man for a young girl is something which Bradley considers ‘ugly and pathetic’. He comments, 
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“How can you tell me that with that air of vile satisfaction? Am I supposed to be pleased because you’ve fathered 

another bastard? Are you so proud of being an adulterer? I regard you both as wicked, an old man and a young 

girl, and if you only knew how ugly and pathetic you look, pawing each other and making a vulgar display of  

how pleased you are with yourselves for having got rid of my sister. You’re like a pair of murderers. (104) 

His initial anger seems ironic, a fraction of his ideal world.  At that time Bradley does not understand Roger's 

desire for freedom from lies and fake marriage vows. Now the urge to experience love generates meaningless 

magnanimity in him. After sensing love, he tries to claim that his love is pure and innocent but he witnesses his 

changing states of mind, statements, attitudes, choices and also changing patterns to deal with life. Now he is 

much closer to the truth and reality which shows his departure from ideal world and entrance in real world where 

people accepts harsh truths faces practical challenges to find their true inner selves. His statements clearly show 

his emotional and psychological state, “This was no delirium. Those who have loved so will understand me. 

There was an overwhelming sense of reality, of being at last real and seeing the real. The tables, the chairs, the 

sherry glasses, the curls on the rug, the dust: real (209).  

In his new love, he tries to utilize it as the source for true artistic creation.  Julian has filled him with an 

unimaginable power which he states, “I knew that I would and I could use in my art. The deep cause of the 

universe, the stars, the distant galaxies, the ultimate particles of matter, had fashioned these two things, my love 

and my art as aspects of what was ultimately one and the same. They were, I knew, from the same source. It was 

under the same orders and recognizing the same authority that I now stood, a man renewed. (209) 

In Murdocian world, gay characters play a pivotal part in giving a true significance to different kinds of love 

and lives. Her treatment with gay characters shows her favorable approach towards their existence, sexuality and 

individuality.  Most of her homosexual characters are male whose self acceptance is very spirited.  Francis, an 

important homosexual character, suggests Bradley to express his love to Juliun bravely. Francis himself is 

suffering from the pain of being lonely because of his homosexuality. He is highly unhappy about his condition. 

He expresses his pain to Bradley. “I am homosexual and I’m blood unhappy about it. Of course you don’t know 

yourself, lucky old you. I just know myself too bloody well”. (153) Through Francis, Murdoch highlights the 

problem of isolation of homosexuals. Due to their specific identity society is not ready to accept them and to give 

them their rights. Francis wants to be free from the curse of homosexuality, which can’t provide him true love and 

a peaceful life. Society nurtures ideal world and individuality nurtures real world and their collision brings 

injustice to human beings. In spite of having self acceptance about their homo sexuality, homosexuals are still 

fighting for their right of equal treatment in society which is supported by Iris Murdoch in her creative forms. 

Sex also plays an important role in the lives of Murdoch’s characters. Bradley himself accepts the impact of 

sexual desire in his love for Julian. He comments, “When sexual desire is also love it connects us with the whole 

world and becomes a new mode of experience. Sex then reveals itself as the great connective principle whereby 

we overcome duality, the force which made separateness as an aspect of oneness at some moment of bliss in the 

mind of God. (211) Cockshut also remarks, “Every writer on the relation of sexes, who is worth serious 

discussion at all, knows that he is not dealing with an isolate life.” 8 

Bradley expresses his love to Juliun. He tells a lie about his age that he is forty-six, but in reality he is fifty-

eight. She accepts his proposal of love and reveals a secret of her passion of childhood love for him. In their 

relationship love is given a new philosophic and moral interpretation. It looks to Bradley that love brings to the 

lovers an over-whelming sense of reality, “of being at last real and seeing the real.”(160) Dipple argues that The 

Black Prince is “the story of Bradley ascess is through love.”9 Dipple’s argument connects with what P. Loxias, 

the mysterious editor and friend of Bradley states, “The Man’s creative struggle is a love story.” (31) Like an 

obsessed romantic couple, Bradley and Juliun run away to Patara, saying Francis to take care of Priscilla. In 

starting two days, Bradley finds himself unable to do a sexual perform due to his age and high expectations. 

Bradley’s desires reveal him to be a lustful older man who impatiently wants to take advantage of a younger 

woman, much like Humbert Humbert in Nabokov’s Lalita.  Here Murdoch proves her point that the concept of 

true love is an illusion of an ideal world where platonic love seems everything but when it comes to reality check, 

love seems defenseless against the greed to experience sexual pleasures.After Priscilla’s death Bradley decides 

not to tell Juliun about it because he does not want to ruin his bliss of love- making and sexual performance. He 

thinks “The love making was part of this. I could not and would not chill Juliun’s young blood now with this tale 

of suicide.”(327) In spite of knowing that his act was immoral, he is still possessed by his invisible desires to 

perform sex with Juliun. He knows very well that his step is wrong so he admits it to Francis, “it was not your 

fault. It was my fault.” (344) In spite of knowing his guilt, Bradley decides not to spoil his pleasure. 

Bradley breaks the Sheep’s skull and makes Juliun cry due to his violent sex. The unwanted, brutal sexual act 

of Bradley shatters Juliun’s illusions about the ideal love and truth opens her blocked mindselt. When sexual 

encounters have ended, she appears changed and confused. She no longer idealized their love and marriage 

together. The reality of forced sex with an older man has crushed her perception of their relationship which is 

now bleak. Her realization becomes clearer when Arnold arrives and explains Bradley’s true age and informs 

about Pricilla’s death. He says, “He is irresponsible or else he’s a bit mad. He’s totally callous. His sister dies and 

he will not leave his love making.” (325) After this incident Juliun leaves him for forever. In agony he shows 
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Arnold’s letter to Rachel in which Arnold declares his love with Christian. Rejecting by both men, Rachel decides 

to take revenge from them.  While Bradley was planning to go after Juliun without her consent, Rachel calls him 

urgently. When Bradley arrives, the crime scene gives a clear idea about Arnold’s murder due to domestic 

violence done by Rachel. Bradley helps Rachel to cover up her crime by wiping her fingerprints off the fireplace 

poker. When police came, they bring Bradley with them for committing the crime and Rachel gives her approval 

to taken a perfect revenge on the two men she had sworn never to forgive. Now she is free from the cage of 

marriage which was never existed in the true sense. Bradley reflects his state of advancement as it also states that 

the highest art is produced when a person is free from the bondage of ‘self’ and ‘ego’. He comes to realize: Art is 

vain and hollow show, a toy of gross illusion, unless it points beyond itself and moves ever wither it points. (392) 

Murdoch’s belief that art must connect itself to truth and reality. It cannot be created in isolation, ignorance 

and avoidance. Since it has as its subject matter life, people and their experience, the creator’s close connection 

with life is mandatory. The creative spirit must draw its sustenance from the very “thinginess”. K.K.Bajaj puts, 

“Murdoch’s sustained conviction that the disciplined activity of art entails on the part of the artist a real adherence 

to truth telling. Like the idea of the good, truth in art is double in focus. On the one hand, it demands full attention 

to all the details of every aspect of the creatures of quotidian. On the other it implies the Platonic truth she 

partially images in The Black Prince.”10  Priscilla once tells Bradley, “You understand nothing of horror-no 

wonder you can’t’ write real books- you don’t see the power.” (224) Rachel further accuses Bradley: “Why can’t 

you write? Because you are all timid and repressed and tied up. I mean in a spiritual way.”(15) It occurs to 

Bradley that Rachel may indeed be the messenger of God. He reflects, “It had often, when I thought most 

profoundly about it occurred to me that I was a bad artist because I was a coward, would now courage in life 

prefigure and even perhaps induce courage in art.” (144) 

Iris Murdoch, herself accepts in her essay the relation among art, love and reality which brings real freedom, 

“Art and morals are with certain provisos…. one. Their essence is the same. The essence of both of them is 

love…. Love is the extremely difficult realization that something other than oneself is real. Love and so art and 

morals, is the discovery of reality.”11 Like  Bertolt Brecht states about it “Art is not a mirror held up to reality but 

a hammer with which to shape it.” 12  

Bradley finds his true freedom in prison where he moves from illusion to reality and from a selfish ordinary 

man to a true artist. His all illusions about his true love has been removed which he grasps as freedom was not the 

real meaning of human freedom.  He knows that  it was his imprisonment when he destroyed his whole life in 

fulfilling his fake desires and now it is his true freedom when he has accept the reality of life as they actually are 

which proved helpful  in producing a great novel.  As Murdoch contends “Learning to detect the false in art and 

enjoy the true is a part of life long education in moral discernment.13 

Bradley while telling his story indulges in a series of soliloquies about the relation between, life, love, art, 

morality, sex and suffering. Only through his narrated autobiography does. Bradley’s life takes on meaning and 

reality both for himself and his readers. Only by the actual act of writing his memoirs is he able to realize himself 

as a true novelist and a true as artist. Richard Todd rightly remarks that “In The Black Prince Iris Murdoch has 

been triumphantly successful in finding a mode of discourse in which to show what she means by “form” or lack 

or super-abundance of it, and to show what might be implied, in its consoling or non-consoling nature.”14Bradley 

moves towards death which is the sign of empowerment, enlightenment and true freedom for human being. As 

Loxias puts in the end, “Art is not cozy and it is not mocked. Art tells the only truth that ultimately matters. It is 

the light by which human beings can be mended. And after art, there is, let me assure you all, nothing”. (416) 
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